
ST ALBANS, HARPENDEN & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY CHRISTMAS QUIZ 2020 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 

Below are the answers to the 2020 Quiz- The answers are given in BLOCK LETTERS with additional 
comments by way of explanation following in blue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope you’ll have some fun with these questions that draw on your knowledge of stamps, our hobby, the 
history of the post and the content of the Society’s website www.stalbharpstampclub.org.uk 

1. Wakitipu or Wakatipu – which is correct?    WAKATIPU    Lake Wakapitu appeared on the New Zealand 
2½d pictorial stamp of 1898 but with the wrong inscription.   

 
2. Who appeared on the world’s first Photogravure postage stamp? KING LUDWIG III of Bavaria.  

Definitive stamps printed by F A Bruckmann of Munich using photogravure were issued on 31 March 
1914.   

 
3. Which country’s first postage stamps were inscribed BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY?   

RHODESIA/ZIMBABWE Rhodesia was added from 1909 and the Company name disappeared in 1924 
when separate issues appeared for Northern and Southern Rhodesia. 

 
4. Who was invited to a picnic at Someries Castle?  MISS DICKINSON  A postcard inviting her to join a train 

stopping specially at Chiltern Green station for a picnic was described in “From my Collection” on the 
Society’s website. 

 
5. Why were no stamps available in Malaya for a month in 1945? THEY COULDN’T BE FOUND/HADN’T 

BEEN PRINTED - Stamps had been ordered but not printed and free postage was allowed until they 
arrived. See “1945 BMA Malaya – Free Post Period” on the Society’s website.  

 
6. What distinguished the designs of the Queen Elizabeth Leeward Island definitives? THE ONLY COLONY 

TO USE THE KEY PLATE DESIGNS. The ½c – $1.20c employed the Universal (Postage Revenue” Key Plate 
first used for the Gold Coast in 1889, whist the $2.40 and $4.80 used the large size “Nyasaland” Key 
Plate first used in 1908. By 1954 no other colony was using these fine old designs. 

 
7. In which year was the last farthing stamp issued?    1969 - The Cayman Islands bird definitive. It is 

believed that there was still a ¼d rate for local postcards at this date. 
 

8. Which company introduced the Radio Reception stamps? EKKO – the Ekko Company of Illinois, USA – 
see “A Failed Philatelic Fad” on the Society’s website 

 



9. What was the capital of Stellaland? VRYBORG – see “Stellaland” on the Society’s website 
 

10.  What is Suffragette Mail?    MAIL THAT WAS ATTACKED e.g. pouring ink through the letterbox of an 
unpopular household that spoke against their cause. 

 
11. Which country puts SHQIPERIA on its stamps   ALBANIA  Although the spelling varies  

 
12. Which country's stamps on separate issues show President Nixon being attacked by pens and another 

Wrecked US tanks.  NORTH KOREA - The President Nixon stamp was a 10 cheun stamp issued in 1969 
for the “ Anti-US Imperialism Journalists Conference”, Pyongyang and the stamp showing the tanks   
was the 2 cheun stamp in the 1973 set of five stamps for the “Five-point Programme for Reunification of 
Korea”. 

 
13. What was special about the GB issue on architectural buildings in 1978         FIRST GB MINIATURE SHEET 

Comprising four stamps showing different historic buildings with a face value of 49½p the sheet was 
sold for 59½p, the 10p premium being used to support the forthcoming London 1980 International 
Stamp Exhibition. 

 
14. In what year was Stanley Gibbons born 1840   the same year that the penny black was issued. He began 

trading in stamps in 1856.     
 
15. What is a TPO -  TRAVELLING POST OFFICE    A travelling post office usually on a train.  TPO postmarks 

are highly sought after and can be quite rare but beware of postmarks from some Scottish post offices 
which have station in their name and were just post offices in villages and nothing to do with TPOs 

 
16. Stamps from Lundy, Herm, Sark and many other islands in the UK especially Scotland are known as 

what type of stamps   LOCALS   in the case of these islands they have no postal validity as such but may 
have paid for the service of a boat to transport mail to the mainland where it could be properly 
stamped. Local stamps however, have been produced with full postal validity in areas where no postage 
stamp stocks were available.  This occurred in some areas of Europe after World War II 
 

17. What do all the stamp issuing countries of Portuguese Africa have in common apart from Guinea-Bissau      
THEY DID NOT CHANGE THEIR NAMES NAME AFTER INDEPENDENCE and thus kept the same name on 
their stamps 

 
18.   Collections of stamp like objects such as labels, fiscals, telegraph stamps, phantoms, Xmas seals and 

the like are known as ………….          CINDERELLA COLLECTIONS Examples can be seen in” Medicine 
Stamps – USA” and “A Failed Philatelic Fad” on the Society’s website 

 
19. In the 1870s  the Rev. Earee coined the phrase "stamp weeds" and that these "stamp weeds" should be 

eradicated from every stamp album.  What was he talking about    FORGERIES - funnily enough some 
collectors think it important to have forgeries included now in a collection especially if they are forgeries 
that have been used to cheat the Post Office and have travelled through the mail.  Sometimes these 
forgeries are worth more than the stamps issued.  Forgeries issued to cheat collectors are also of use 
too as comparative material.  

 
20. On which famous stamp would you find the postmark Demerara Ap 4 1856?  THE BRITISH GUIANA 1c 

BLACK ON MAGENTA - The world's most valuable stamp       
 
21. What was Jean de Sperati famous for being ?  A FORGER He was an honest stamp forger. His forgeries 

were so good they were often mistaken for the real thing. 
 
22. What are known as Bulls Eyes? THE FIRST STAMPS OF BRAZIL - shaped like a Bulls eye. 

23. Which country issued the first postcards?  AUSTRIA IN 1869 - Britain followed in 1870. 



24. What did Marienwerder and Corinthia have in common?  BOTH WERE PLEBESCITE AREAS AFTER WWI 
Two of a number of areas in Austria or Germany where plebiscites were held to decide their future and 
which were provided with their own stamps pending the results of the plebiscite. 

 
25. Great Britain issued its first Regional stamps in 1958 – Add up the face values of the 1958 stamps and 

what total do you get?    -   6/9d   there were 6 x 3d , 3 x 6d and 3 x 1/3d, The extra 3d stamps came 
from Guernsey, Jersey and the Isle of Man that did not have their own postal administrations and each 
issued a 3d stamp. 

 
26. What was the face value and colour of the Stock exchange forgery?    1 SHILLING GREEN Forgeries of 

the Great Britain 1867 1/- surface-printed stamp that were made in the 1870s to defraud the Post 
Office, being used and cancelled on telegraph forms at the London Stock Exchange. The crime went 
undetected for 25 years.    

 
27. These days gummed stamps use PVA gum – what did this replace?  GUM ARABIC Synthetic Polyvinyl  

alcohol (PVA) gum began to replace gum Arabic in the late 1960s.  
 

28. Which characters appeared on Britain's first Christmas stamps? KING OF THE ORIENT and THE 
SNOWMAN.  The stamps were issued in 1966 and designed by two young school children; Tasveer 
Shemza and James Berry. Apparently the King stamp is actually a portrait of Tasveer's father!  

29. What was Double Deficiency used for? TO CALCULATE POSTAGE DUE  For many years the recipient had 
to pay twice the amount of postage that had been underpaid. Ended when the current system of a 
handling charges plus the actual shortfall was introduced.   

 
30. Two British colonies contained a Christmas Island – one was the Gilbert & Ellice Islands, what was the 

name of the other?    STRAITS SETTLEMENTS/SINGAPORE This is the Christmas Island that was 
transferred to Australian administration and issued its own stamps in 1958. 

 
31. What was the colour of the first British One pound stamp?   BROWN-LILAC  Issued in 1884 

 
32. What do the initials UPU stand for?  - UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION Founded as the General Postal Union 

in 1874 (its 75th anniversary in 1949 was widely celebrated philatelically) but re-named in 1878. 
 

33. Rules dropped in 1954, required countries to print their stamps for the Foreign Postcard Rate in a 
certain colour. What colour was that?    RED  (CORRECTION – the scheme was dropped in 1953) Under 
the scheme stamps for (surface) rate letters were supposed to be blue and those for the printed matter 
rate, green. The scheme was abandoned in 1954. 

 
34. Who it is claimed to have suggested the idea of adhesive stamps to Rowland Hill? – JAMES CHALMERS 

James Chalmers James Chalmers (1782-1853) was a Scottish printer and advocate of postal reform. His 
son subsequently claimed that his father was the inventor of the postage stamp. 

 
35. Two European countries had Farthing stamps – one was Malta but what was the other?    HELIGOLAND 

A British possession until 1890, Heligoland’s stamps of 1875 also bore the value expressed in sterling 
and in the case of the 1, 2 and 5 pfenning stamps this appears as 1, 2 and 3 farthings respectively.  
 

36. What was the last Indian state to have its own postage stamps? – TRAVANCORE-COCHIN The stamps of 
the Indian Feudatory States became obsolete on 1 May 1950 except for those of Tranvancore-Cochin 
that did not become obsolete until 1 July 1951. The state had only been formed on 1 July 1949 (from 
Travancore and Cochin) and the only two stamps bearing its name were issued on 24 October 1950. 

 
37. What is unusual about used Afghanistan “tiger’s head” stamps? – THEY WERE CANCELLED BY 

TEARING/CUTTING A PIECE OF THE STAMP – Postmarks were not introduced until 1891. 
 



38. What was the name of the postmaster who overstepped the mark? – CHARLES CONNELL – the 
Postmaster of New Brunswick whose own portrait appeared on the 5c brown stamp of 1860 (not 
necessarily at his instigation). He promptly resigned and the stamps were destroyed. 

 
39. Who objected to one of the designs in the Malayan pictorial stamps of 1957 and delayed their 

introduction in part of the country -   THE SULTAN OF JOHORE As a result of Sultan Sir Ibrahim’s 
objections, the Palms defintives remained in use in Johore and were not replaced by the new pictorial 
designs until 1960, after his death.  

 
 And finally 

40. Which country issued the “first Christmas stamp?” CANADA - the 1898 two cent with the Mercator map 
for the introduction of Imperial Penny Postage instigated by the Canadian Postmaster General, Sir 
William Mullock. 

 
 

 
 


